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Abstract
Beyond the Standard Model (SM) extensions usually include extended Higgs sectors.
Models with singlet or doublet fields are the simplest ones that are compatible with the ρ
parameter constraint. The discovery of new non-SM Higgs bosons and the identification of
the underlying model requires dedicated Higgs properties analyses. In this paper, we compare
several Higgs sectors featuring 3 CP-even neutral Higgs bosons that are also motivated by
their simplicity and their capability to solve some of the flaws of the SM. They are: the SM
extended by a complex singlet field (CxSM), the singlet extension of the 2-Higgs-Doublet
Model (N2HDM), and the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric SM extension (NMSSM). In
addition, we analyse the CP-violating 2-Higgs-Doublet Model (C2HDM), which provides 3
neutral Higgs bosons with a pseudoscalar admixture. This allows us to compare the effects
of singlet and pseudoscalar admixtures. Through dedicated scans of the allowed parameter
space of the models, we analyse the phenomenologically viable scenarios from the view point
of the SM-like Higgs boson and of the signal rates of the non-SM-like Higgs bosons to
be found. In particular, we analyse the effect of singlet/pseudoscalar admixture, and the
potential to differentiate these models in the near future. This is supported by a study of
couplings sums of the Higgs bosons to massive gauge bosons and to fermions, where we
identify features that allow us to distinguish the models, in particular when only part of the
Higgs spectrum is discovered. Our results can be taken as guidelines for future LHC data
analyses, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments, to identify specific benchmark points aimed
at revealing the underlying model.
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1 Introduction
While the discovery of the Higgs boson by the LHC experiments ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] has
been a great success for particle physics and the Standard Model (SM) in particular, the unsolved
puzzles of the SM call for New Physics (NP) extensions beyond the SM (BSM). Since we are
still lacking any direct discovery of BSM physics, the Higgs sector itself has become a tool in
the search for NP. The latter can manifest itself in various ways [3]. The discovery of additional
Higgs bosons or the measurement of new sources of CP violation in the Higgs sector would be
a direct observation of BSM physics. Indirect hints would be given by deviations of the Higgs
couplings from the SM expectations. As the discovered Higgs boson behaves very SM-like [4–7]
the revelation of such deviations requires, on the one hand, very precise measurements from the
experiments and, on the other hand, very precise predictions from the theory side. In parallel
to the increase in precision, observables have to be identified that allow for the identification
of NP, in particular the nature of the underlying model. Thus, the pattern of the coupling
deviations gives information on the specific model that may be responsible. Production rates
may be exploited to exclude some of the models or to single out the model realized in nature.
In the ideal case smoking gun signatures are identified that unmask the model behind NP.
The immense amount of possible BSM Higgs sectors calls for a strategy on the choice of
the models to be investigated. Any NP model has to provide a Higgs boson with a mass of
125.09 GeV [8] that behaves SM-like. The model has to fulfil the exclusion bounds from Higgs
and NP searches, the B-physics and various low-energy constraints and to be compatible with
the electroweak precision data. Furthermore, the theoretical constraints on the Higgs potential,
i.e. that it is bounded from below, that the chosen vacuum is the global minimum at tree level
and that perturbative unitarity holds, have to be fulfilled. Among the weakly coupled models
those with singlet or doublet extended Higgs sectors belong to the simplest extensions that
comply with the ρ parameter constraint. For this class of models we have analysed, in previous
works, their distinction based on collider phenomenology. In [3] we studied the implications of
precision measurements of the Higgs couplings for NP scales and showed how coupling sum rules
can be used to tell the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric extension (NMSSM) from the Minimal
Supersymmetric extension (MSSM). We reassessed this question in [9] in the framework of
specific NMSSM benchmarks. In [10], for the 2-Higgs-Doublet Model (2HDM), and in [11], for
the NMSSM, we demonstrated how the simultaneous measurements of Higgs decays involving
the 125 GeV Higgs boson, the Z boson and one additional Higgs boson undoubtedly distinguish
a CP-violating from a CP-conserving Higgs sector. In [12] we found that the distinction of the
complex-singlet extended SM (CxSM) from the NMSSM based on Higgs-to-Higgs decays is only
possible through final states with two different scalars. The authors of [13, 14] attacked the
task of differentiating NP at the LHC from a different perspective by asking how well the Higgs
mass and couplings need to be measured to see deviations from the SM. In a similar spirit we
investigated in [15] if NP could first be seen in Higgs pair production taking into account Higgs
coupling constraints.
In this work we elaborate further on the distinction of NP models based on LHC collider
phenomenology. We go beyond our previous works by comparing a larger class of models that
are, to some extent, similar in their Higgs sector but involve different symmetries. We explore
how this manifests in the Higgs phenomenology and how it can be exploited to differentiate
the models. With the guiding principle that the models are able to solve some of the questions
of the SM while remaining compatible with the given constraints, we investigate in this work
the simplest extensions featuring 3 neutral CP-even Higgs bosons. This particular scenario is
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phenomenologically interesting because it allows for Higgs-to-Higgs decays into final states with
two different Higgs bosons that lead to rather high rates, see e.g. [12]. At the same time we go
beyond the largely studied minimal versions with 2 neutral CP-even Higgs bosons, the 2HDM
and the MSSM. We will investigate the CxSM (the SM extended by a complex singlet field) in
its broken phase, [12, 16], the Next-to-Minimal 2HDM (N2HDM, the 2HDM [17–19] extended
by a singlet field) [20–33], and, as representative for a supersymmetric (SUSY) model, the
NMSSM [34–49]. While in all three models the singlet admixture to the Higgs mass eigenstates
decreases their couplings to the SM particles, they are considerably different: The NMSSM is
subject to SUSY relations to be fulfilled while the CxSM is much simpler than the N2HDM and
NMSSM, which contain a charged Higgs boson and, additionally, one and two CP-odd Higgs
bosons, respectively. We will also compare the phenomenological effects of coupling modifications
through singlet admixture with the corresponding effects caused by CP violation. For this
purpose we include the complex 2HDM (C2HDM) [21, 50–58] in our study.1 In this model
all 3 neutral Higgs bosons mix to form CP-violating mass eigenstates, in contrast to the real
2HDM which features 2 CP-even and 1 CP-odd Higgs boson. The measurement of CP violation
is experimentally very challenging and, at a first stage, in the discovery of the neutral Higgs
bosons of the C2HDM they can be misidentified as CP-even or CP-odd Higgs bosons. In
such an experimental scenario we have a clear connection to our other CP-conserving models
that also contain three neutral Higgs bosons mixing. This allows us to compare the effect of
the singlet admixtures with the effect of CP violation on the Higgs couplings and associated
physical processes. These two different ways of achieving coupling modifications may induce
a considerably different Higgs phenomenology that might then be revealed by the appropriate
observables. Finally, all these models may solve problems of the SM. Depending on the model
and (possibly) on its spontaneous symmetry breaking phase it may e.g. provide a Dark Matter
(DM) candidate, lead to successful baryogenesis, weaken the hierarchy problem or solve the µ
problem of the MSSM [17,59–61].
For all investigated models we will perform parameter scans by taking into account the
experimental and theoretical constraints. We will investigate the mass distributions and the
properties of the 125 GeV Higgs boson as a function of the singlet admixture and of the pseu-
doscalar admixture, respectively. We will study the production rates of the non-SM Higgs bosons
and investigate Higgs coupling sums. We aim to answer the following questions: To which ex-
tent can LHC Higgs phenomenology, in particular signal rates and coupling measurements, be
exploited to distinguish between these models with extended Higgs sectors? Are we able to
disentangle the models based on Higgs rate measurements? Can the pattern of the couplings
of the discovered Higgs bosons point towards possibly missing Higgs bosons in case not all of
them have been discovered? Is it even possible to use coupling sums to reveal the underlying
model? Can the investigation of the couplings give hints on the underlying NP scale? With our
findings we hope to encourage the experiments to conduct specific phenomenological analyses
and investigate the relevant observables. We aim to contribute to the endeavour of revealing
the underlying NP model (if realized in nature) by using all the available data from the LHC
experiments.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we will present our models and introduce
our notation. Section 3 describes the scans with the applied constraints. With section 4 we
1We do not include the possibility of a CP-violating N2HDM or NMSSM as our focus here is on the comparison
of Higgs sectors with 3 neutral Higgs bosons that either have a singlet or a CP-admixture, whereas those models
would increase the number of CP-violating Higgs bosons beyond 3.
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start our phenomenological analysis. After presenting the mass distribution of the Higgs spectra
of our models, the phenomenology of the SM-like Higgs boson will be described. In Sect. 5
the signal rates of the non-SM-like Higgs bosons will be presented and discussed. Section 6 is
dedicated to the investigation of the couplings sums. Our conclusions are given in Sect. 7.
2 Description of the Models
In this section we describe the models that we investigate. We start with the simplest one, the
SM extended by a complex singlet field, the CxSM. We then move on in complexity with the
(C)2HDM, the N2HDM and the NMSSM. We use this description also to set our notation.
2.1 The Complex Singlet Extension of the SM
In the CxSM a complex singlet field
S = S + iA (2.1)
with hypercharge zero is added to the SM Lagrangian. We study the CxSM since the simpler
extension by a real singlet field, the RxSM, features only two Higgs bosons. The scalar potential
with a softly broken global U(1) symmetry is given by
V =
m2
2
H†H +
λ
4
(H†H)2 +
δ2
2
H†H|S|2 + b2
2
|S|2 + d2
4
|S|4 +
(
b1
4
S2 + a1S+ c.c.
)
, (2.2)
with the soft-breaking terms in parenthesis. The doublet and complex singlet fields can be
written as
H =
1√
2
(
G+
v + h+ iG0
)
and S =
1√
2
[vS + s+ i(vA + a)] , (2.3)
where v ≈ 246 GeV denotes the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the SM Higgs boson h and
vS and vA are the real and imaginary parts of the complex singlet field VEV, respectively. We
impose a Z2 symmetry on A, which is equivalent to a symmetry under S→ S∗. This forces a1 and
b1 to be real. The remaining parameters m,λ, δ2, b2 and d2 are required to be real by hermiticity
of the potential. There are two possible phases consistent with electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) [16]. The symmetric (or DM) phase, with vA = 0 and vS 6= 0, features only two mixed
states plus one DM candidate, so we focus instead on the broken phase. In the latter all VEVs
are non-vanishing and all three scalars mix with each other. Introducing the notation ρ1 ≡ h,
ρ2 ≡ s and ρ3 ≡ a, their mass matrix is obtained from the potential in the physical minimum
through (i, j = 1, 2, 3)
(M2)ij =
〈
∂2V
∂ρi∂ρj
〉
, (2.4)
where the brackets denote the vacuum. The three mass eigenstates Hi are obtained from the
gauge eigenstates ρi by means of the rotation matrix R as H1H2
H3
 = R
 ρ1ρ2
ρ3
 , (2.5)
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with
RM2RT = diag (m2H1 ,m2H2 ,m2H3) , (2.6)
and mH1 ≤ mH2 ≤ mH3 denoting the masses of the neutral Higgs bosons. Introducing the
abbreviations si ≡ sinαi and ci ≡ cosαi with
−pi
2
≤ αi < pi
2
, (2.7)
the mixing matrix R can be parametrized as
R =
 c1c2 s1c2 s2−(c1s2s3 + s1c3) c1c3 − s1s2s3 c2s3
−c1s2c3 + s1s3 −(c1s3 + s1s2c3) c2c3
 . (2.8)
The model has seven independent parameters, and we choose as input parameters the set
α1 , α2 , α3 , v , vS , mH1 and mH3 . (2.9)
The VEV vA and the mass mH2 are dependent parameters. In the scans that we will perform
they are determined internally by the program ScannerS [16,62] in accordance with the minimum
conditions of the vacuum.
The couplings λ
(p)
i of the Higgs mass eigenstates Hi to the SM particles, denoted by p, are
all modified by the same factor. In terms of the couplings λ
(p)
hSM
of the SM Higgs boson hSM they
read
λ
(p)
i = Ri1λ
(p)
hSM
. (2.10)
The trilinear Higgs self-couplings are obtained from the terms cubic in the fields in the potential
V of Eq. (2.2) after expanding the doublet and singlet fields about their VEVs and rotating to
the mass eigenstates. Their explicit expressions together with the quartic couplings can be found
in appendix B.1 of [12]. If kinematically allowed, the trilinear Higgs couplings induce Higgs-to-
Higgs decays that change the total widths of the Hi and hence their branching ratios to the SM
particles. The branching ratios including the state-of-the art higher order QCD corrections and
possible off-shell decays can be obtained from sHDECAY2 which is based on the implementation
of the CxSM and also the RxSM both in their symmetric and broken phases in HDECAY [63,64].
A detailed description of the program can be found in appendix A of [12].
2.2 The C2HDM
In terms of two SU(2)L Higgs doublets Φ1 and Φ2 the Higgs potential of a general 2HDM with
a softly broken global discrete Z2 symmetry is given by
V = m211|Φ1|2 +m222|Φ2|2 −
[
m212Φ
†
1Φ2 + h.c.
]
+
λ1
2
(Φ†1Φ1)
2 +
λ2
2
(Φ†2Φ2)
2
+λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1) +
[
λ5
2
(Φ†1Φ2)
2 + h.c.
]
. (2.11)
2The program sHDECAY can be downloaded from the url: http://www.itp.kit.edu/~maggie/sHDECAY.
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The required invariance under the Z2 transformations Φ1 → −Φ1 and Φ2 → Φ2 guarantees the
absence of tree-level Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC). Hermiticity forces all param-
eters to be real except for the soft Z2 breaking mass parameter m212 and the quartic coupling
λ5. If arg(m
2
12) = arg(λ5), their complex phases can be absorbed by a basis transformation. In
that case we are left with the real or CP-conserving 2HDM3 depending on eight real parame-
ters. Otherwise we are in the framework of the complex or CP-violating 2HDM. The C2HDM
depends on ten real parameters. In the following, we will use the conventions from [58] for the
C2HDM. After EWSB the neutral components of the Higgs doublets develop VEVs, which are
real in the CP-conserving case. Allowing for CP violation, there could be in principle a complex
phase between the VEVs of the two doublets. This phase can, however, always be removed by
a change of basis [50] so, without loss of generality, we set it to zero. Expanding about the real
VEVs v1 and v2 and expressing each doublet Φi (i = 1, 2) in terms of the charged complex field
φ+i and the real neutral CP-even and CP-odd fields ρi and ηi, respectively, we have
Φ1 =
(
φ+1
v1+ρ1+iη1√
2
)
and Φ2 =
(
φ+2
v2+ρ2+iη2√
2
)
. (2.12)
The requirement that the minimum of the potential is given by
〈Φi〉 =
(
0
vi√
2
)
(2.13)
leads to the minimum conditions
m211v1 +
λ1
2
v31 +
λ345
2
v1v
2
2 = m
2
12v2 (2.14)
m222v2 +
λ2
2
v32 +
λ345
2
v21v2 = m
2
12v1 (2.15)
2 Im(m212) = v1v2Im(λ5) , (2.16)
where we have introduced
λ345 ≡ λ3 + λ4 + Re(λ5) . (2.17)
Using Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) we can trade the parameters m211 and m
2
22 for v1 and v2, while
Eq. (2.16) yields a relation between the two sources of CP violation in the scalar potential. This
fixes one of the ten parameters of the C2HDM.
The Higgs basis [65,66] {H1,H2}, in which the second Higgs doublet H2 does not get a VEV,
is obtained by the rotation( H1
H2
)
= RH
(
Φ1
Φ2
)
≡
(
cβ sβ
−sβ cβ
)(
Φ1
Φ2
)
, (2.18)
with
tβ ≡ v2
v1
, (2.19)
3Assuming both vacuum expectation values to be real.
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so that we have
H1 =
(
G±
1√
2
(v +H0 + iG0)
)
and H2 =
(
H±
1√
2
(R2 + iI2)
)
. (2.20)
The SM VEV
v =
√
v21 + v
2
2 , (2.21)
along with the massless charged and neutral would-be Goldstone bosons G± and G0 is now in
doublet one, while the charged Higgs mass eigenstates H± are contained in doublet two. The
neutral Higgs mass eigenstates Hi (i = 1, 2, 3) are obtained from the neutral components of the
C2HDM basis, ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3 ≡ I2, through the rotation H1H2
H3
 = R
 ρ1ρ2
ρ3
 . (2.22)
The orthogonal matrix R diagonalizes the neutral mass matrix
(M2)ij =
〈
∂2V
∂ρi∂ρj
〉
, (2.23)
through
RM2RT = diag(m2H1 ,m2H2 ,m2H3) . (2.24)
The Higgs bosons are ordered by ascending mass according to mH1 ≤ mH2 ≤ mH3 . For the
matrix R we choose the same parametrization as in Eq. (2.8) and the same range as in Eq. (2.7)
for the mixing angles. Note that the mass basis and the Higgs basis are related through H1H2
H3
 = RR˜H
 H0R2
I2
 , (2.25)
with
R˜H =
(
RTH 0
0 1
)
. (2.26)
In total, the C2HDM has 9 independent parameters (one was fixed by the minimisation
conditions) that we choose to be [53]
v ≈ 246 GeV , tβ , α1,2,3 , mHi , mHj , mH± and m212 . (2.27)
Here mHi and mHj denote any two of the three neutral Higgs bosons. The third mass is
dependent and can be obtained from the other parameters [53]. For analytic relations between
the set of parameters Eq. (2.27) and the coupling parameters λi of the 2HDM Higgs potential,
see [58].
The CP-conserving 2HDM is obtained for α2 = α3 = 0 and α1 = α + pi/2 [51]. In this case
the mass matrix Eq. (2.23) becomes block diagonal and ρ3 is the pseudoscalar mass eigenstate
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u-type d-type leptons
type I Φ2 Φ2 Φ2
type II Φ2 Φ1 Φ1
lepton-specific Φ2 Φ2 Φ1
flipped Φ2 Φ1 Φ2
Table 1: The four Yukawa types of the Z2-symmetric 2HDM defined by the Higgs doublet that couples to each
kind of fermions.
A, while the CP-even mass eigenstates h and H are obtained from the gauge eigenstates through
the rotation parametrized in terms of the angle α,(
H
h
)
=
(
cα sα
−sα cα
)(
ρ1
ρ2
)
, (2.28)
with −pi/2 ≤ α < pi/2. By convention mh ≤ mH .
For the computation of the Higgs boson observables entering our phenomenological analysis
we need the couplings of the C2HDM Higgs bosons. We introduce the Feynman rules for the
Higgs couplings Hi to the massive gauge bosons V = W,Z as
i gµν c(HiV V ) gHSMV V . (2.29)
Here gHSMV V denote the SM Higgs coupling factors. In terms of the gauge boson masses
MW and MZ , the SU(2)L gauge coupling g and the Weinberg angle θW they are given by
gHSMV V = gMW for V = W and gMZ/ cos θW for V = Z. With the definition Eq. (2.29) we
then have the effective couplings [58]
c(HiV V ) = cβRi1 + sβRi2 . (2.30)
In order to avoid tree-level FCNCs one type of fermions is allowed to couple only to one Higgs
doublet by imposing a global Z2 symmetry under which Φ1,2 → ∓Φ1,2. Depending on the Z2
charge assignments, there are four phenomenologically different types of 2HDMs summarized in
table 1. The Feynman rules for the Higgs couplings to the fermions can be derived from the
Yukawa Lagrangian
LY = −
3∑
i=1
mf
v
ψ¯f [c
e(Hiff) + ic
o(Hiff)γ5]ψfHi , (2.31)
where ψf denote the fermion fields with mass mf . The coefficients of the CP-even and of the CP-
odd part of the Yukawa coupling, respectively, ce(Hiff) and c
o(Hiff), have been given in [58]
and we repeat them here for convenience in table 2. Further Higgs couplings of the C2HDM
can be found in [58]. We implemented the C2HDM in the Fortran code HDECAY. This version
of the program, which provides the Higgs decay widths and branching ratios of the C2HDM
including the state-of-the-art higher order QCD corrections and off-shell decays, will be released
in a future publication.
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u-type d-type leptons
type I Ri2sβ − i
Ri3
tβ
γ5
Ri2
sβ
+ iRi3tβ γ5
Ri2
sβ
+ iRi3tβ γ5
type II Ri2sβ − i
Ri3
tβ
γ5
Ri1
cβ
− itβRi3γ5 Ri1cβ − itβRi3γ5
lepton-specific Ri2sβ − i
Ri3
tβ
γ5
Ri2
sβ
+ iRi3tβ γ5
Ri1
cβ
− itβRi3γ5
flipped Ri2sβ − i
Ri3
tβ
γ5
Ri1
cβ
− itβRi3γ5 Ri2sβ + i
Ri3
tβ
γ5
Table 2: Coupling coefficients of the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs bosons Hi in the C2HDM. The expressions
correspond to [ce(Hiff) + ic
o(Hiff)γ5] from Eq. (2.31).
2.3 The N2HDM
In a recent publication [33] we have studied the phenomenology of the N2HDM including the
theoretical and experimental constraints. We presented there for the first time a systematic
analysis of the global minimum of the N2HDM. For details on this analysis and the tests of
tree-level perturbativity and vacuum stability we refer to [33]. We restrict ourselves here to
briefly introducing the model.
The N2HDM is obtained from the CP-conserving 2HDM with a softly broken Z2 symmetry
upon extension by a real singlet field ΦS with a discrete symmetry, ΦS → −ΦS . The N2HDM
potential is given by
V = m211|Φ1|2 +m222|Φ2|2 −m212(Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.) +
λ1
2
(Φ†1Φ1)
2 +
λ2
2
(Φ†2Φ2)
2
+λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1) +
λ5
2
[(Φ†1Φ2)
2 + h.c.]
+
1
2
u2SΦ
2
S +
λ6
8
Φ4S +
λ7
2
(Φ†1Φ1)Φ
2
S +
λ8
2
(Φ†2Φ2)Φ
2
S . (2.32)
The first two lines contain the 2HDM part and the last line the contributions of the singlet field
ΦS . Working in the CP-conserving 2HDM, all parameters in (2.32) are real. Extensions by a
singlet field that does not acquire a VEV provide a viable DM candidate [20–31]. We do not
consider this option here. The doublet and singlet fields after EWSB can be parametrized as
Φ1 =
(
φ+1
1√
2
(v1 + ρ1 + iη1)
)
, Φ2 =
(
φ+2
1√
2
(v2 + ρ2 + iη2)
)
, ΦS = vS + ρS , (2.33)
where v1,2 denote the VEVs of the doublets Φ1,2 and vS the singlet VEV. The minimum condi-
tions of the potential lead to the three conditions
v2
v1
m212 −m211 =
1
2
(v21λ1 + v
2
2λ345 + v
2
Sλ7) (2.34)
v1
v2
m212 −m222 =
1
2
(v21λ345 + v
2
2λ2 + v
2
Sλ8) (2.35)
−m2S =
1
2
(v21λ7 + v
2
2λ8 + v
2
Sλ6) , (2.36)
with
λ345 ≡ λ3 + λ4 + λ5 . (2.37)
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As usual the mass matrices in the gauge basis are obtained from the second derivatives of the
Higgs potential in the electroweak minimum with respect to the fields in the gauge basis. As we
do not allow for a complex singlet VEV, the particle content of the charged and pseudoscalar
sectors do not change when compared to the real 2HDM, and their mass matrices can be diag-
onalized through
Rβ =
(
cβ sβ
−sβ cβ
)
, (2.38)
with tβ defined as in the C2HDM through tβ = v2/v1. In the mass basis we are then left with
the charged and neutral would-be Goldstone bosons G± and G0 as well as the charged Higgs
mass eigenstates H± and the pseudoscalar mass eigenstate A.
The additional real singlet field induces a 3× 3 mass matrix in the CP-even neutral sector,
which in the basis (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 ≡ ρS) can be cast into the form
M2scalar =
 λ1c2βv2 + tβm212 λ345cβsβv2 −m212 λ7cβvvSλ345cβsβv2 λ2s2βv2 +m212/tβ λ8sβvvS
λ7cβvvS λ8sβvvS λ6v
2
S
 , (2.39)
where we have used Eqs. (2.34)-(2.36), to replace the mass parameters m211, m
2
22 and m
2
S by
v =
√
v21 + v
2
2, tβ and vS . We parametrize the orthogonal matrix R that diagonalizes the mass
matrix again as in Eq. (2.8) in terms of the mixing angles αi with the same ranges as before,
see Eq. (2.7). The physical mass eigenstates H1 to H3 are related to the interaction states
(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3) through  H1H2
H3
 = R
 ρ1ρ2
ρ3
 . (2.40)
The diagonalized mass matrix M2scalar is obtained as
RM2scalarR
T = diag(m2H1 ,m
2
H2 ,m
2
H3) , (2.41)
with the mass eigenstates ordered by ascending mass as
mH1 < mH2 < mH3 . (2.42)
There are altogether 12 independent real parameters describing the N2HDM, among which
we choose as many parameters with physical meaning as possible. We use the minimisation
conditions to replace m211, m
2
22 and m
2
S by the SM VEV, tβ and vS . The quartic couplings
are traded for the physical masses and the mixing angles. Together with the soft Z2 breaking
parameter, our physical parameter set reads
α1 , α2 , α3 , tβ , v , vs , mH1,2,3 , mA , mH± , m
2
12 . (2.43)
The expressions of the quartic couplings in terms of the physical parameter set can be found in
appendix A.1 of [33].
The singlet field ρS does not couple directly to the SM particles so that the only change in the
tree-level Higgs boson couplings with respect to the CP-conserving 2HDM is due to the mixing
of the three neutral fields ρi. Therefore, couplings that do not involve the CP-even neutral
Higgs bosons remain unchanged compared to the 2HDM. They have been given e.g. in [19].
The problem of possible non-zero FCNC is solved by extending the Z2 symmetry to the Yukawa
sector, so that the same four types of doublet couplings to the fermions are obtained as in the
2HDM. For the specific form of all relevant coupling factors we refer to [33].
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2.4 The NMSSM
Supersymmetry requires the introduction of at least two Higgs doublets. In the NMSSM a
complex superfield Sˆ is added to this minimal supersymmetric field content with the doublet
superfields Hˆu and Hˆd. This allows for a dynamic solution of the µ problem in the MSSM
when the singlet field acquires a non-vanishing VEV. After EWSB the NMSSM Higgs spectrum
comprises seven physical Higgs states. In the CP-conserving case, investigated in this work,
these are three neutral CP-even, two neutral CP-odd and two charged Higgs bosons. The
NMSSM Higgs potential is obtained from the superpotential, the soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian
and the D-term contributions. In terms of the hatted superfields the scale-invariant NMSSM
superpotential is
W = λŜĤuĤd + κ
3
Ŝ3 + htQ̂3Ĥut̂
c
R − hbQ̂3Ĥdb̂cR − hτ L̂3Ĥdτ̂ cR . (2.44)
We have included only the third generation fermion superfields here as an example. These
are the left-handed doublet quark (Q̂3) and lepton (L̂e) superfields as well as the right-handed
singlet quark (t̂cR, b̂
c
R) and lepton (τ̂
c
R) superfields. The first term in Eq. (2.44) replaces the
µ-term µHˆdHˆu of the MSSM superpotential, the term cubic in the singlet superfield breaks
the Peccei-Quinn symmetry thus preventing the appearance of a massless axion and the last
three terms describe the Yukawa interactions. The soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian contains
contributions from the mass terms for the Higgs and the sfermion fields, that are built from the
complex scalar components of the superfields, i.e.
−Lmass = m2Hu |Hu|2 +m2Hd |Hd|2 +m2S |S|2
+ m2
Q˜3
|Q˜23|+m2t˜R |t˜
2
R|+m2b˜R |b˜
2
R|+m2L˜3 |L˜
2
3|+m2τ˜R |τ˜2R| . (2.45)
The soft SUSY breaking part with the trilinear soft SUSY breaking interactions between the
sfermions and the Higgs fields is given by
−Ltril = λAλHuHdS + 1
3
κAκS
3 + htAtQ˜3Hut˜
c
R − hbAbQ˜3Hdb˜cR − hτAτ L˜3Hdτ˜ cR + h.c. (2.46)
with the A’s denoting the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings. Soft SUSY breaking due to
the gaugino mass parameters M1,2,3 of the bino (B˜), winos (W˜ ) and gluinos (G˜), respectively,
is described by
−Lgauginos = 1
2
[
M1B˜B˜ +M2
3∑
a=1
W˜ aW˜a +M3
8∑
a=1
G˜aG˜a + h.c.
]
. (2.47)
We will allow for non-universal soft terms at the GUT scale.
After EWSB we expand the tree-level scalar potential around the non-vanishing VEVs of
the Higgs doublet and singlet fields,
Hd =
(
(vd + hd + iad)/
√
2
h−d
)
, Hu =
(
h+u
(vu + hu + iau)/
√
2
)
, S =
vs + hs + ias√
2
. (2.48)
We obtain the Higgs mass matrices for the three scalars (hd, hu, hs), the three pseudoscalars
(ad, au, as) and the charged Higgs states (h
±
u , h
∓
d ) from the second derivative of the scalar poten-
tial. We choose the VEVs vu, vd and vs to be real and positive. The CP-even mass eigenstates
Hi (i = 1, 2, 3) are obtained through a rotation with the orthogonal matrix RS
(H1, H2, H3)
T = RS(hd, hu, hs)T , (2.49)
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which diagonalizes the 3× 3 mass matrix squared, M2S , of the CP-even fields. The mass eigen-
states are ordered by ascending mass, MH1 ≤ MH2 ≤ MH3 . The CP-odd mass eigenstates A1
and A2 are obtained by performing first a rotation RG to separate the massless Goldstone boson
and then a rotation RP into the mass eigenstates,
(A1, A2, G)
T = RPRG(ad, au, as)T , (2.50)
which are also ordered by ascending mass, MA1 ≤MA2 .
We use the three minimisation conditions of the scalar potential to express the soft SUSY
breaking masses squared for Hu, Hd and S in Lmass in terms of the remaining parameters of
the tree-level scalar potential. The tree-level NMSSM Higgs sector can hence be parametrized
in terms of the six parameters
λ , κ , Aλ , Aκ, tanβ = vu/vd and µeff = λvs/
√
2 . (2.51)
The sign conventions are chosen such that λ and tanβ are positive, whereas κ,Aλ, Aκ and µeff
can have both signs. Note that the Higgs boson masses, in contrast to the non-SUSY Higgs sector
extensions discussed in this work, are not input parameters but have to be calculated including
higher order corrections. The latter is crucial in order to obtain a realistic mass prediction for
the SM-like Higgs mass, which is measured to be 125 GeV. Through these corrections also the
soft SUSY breaking mass terms for the scalars and the gauginos as well as the trilinear soft
SUSY breaking couplings enter the Higgs sector. Another difference to the other BSM Higgs
sectors is that the parameters have to respect SUSY relations with significant phenomenological
consequences.
3 Parameter Scans
In order to perform phenomenological analyses with the presented models we need viable param-
eter points, i.e. points in accordance with theoretical and experimental constraints. To obtain
these points we perform extensive scans in the parameter space of each model and check for
compatibility with the constraints. In case of the CxSM, C2DHM and N2HDM this is done by
using the program ScannerS. The phenomenology of the C2HDM and N2HDM also depends on
the treatment of the Yukawa sector. We will focus our discussion on the examples of type I and
type II models. In the following we denote the discovered SM-like Higgs boson by h125 with a
mass of [8]
mh125 = 125.09 GeV . (3.52)
In all models we exclude parameter configurations where the Higgs signal is built up by two
resonances. To this end we demand the mass window mh125 ± 5 GeV to be free of any Higgs
bosons except for h125. We fix the doublet VEV v to the SM value. Furthermore, we do
not include electroweak corrections in the parameter scans nor in the analysis, as they are not
(entirely) available for all models and cannot be taken over from the SM.
3.1 The CxSM Parameter Scan
In the CxSM we re-used the sample generated for [12]. We briefly repeat the constraints that have
been applied and refer to [12] for details. The applied theoretical constraints are the requirement
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on the potential to be bounded from below, that the chosen vacuum is a global minimum and
that perturbative unitarity holds. The compatibility with the electroweak precision data has
been ensured by applying a 95% C.L. exclusion limit from the electroweak precision observables
S, T and U [67,68], see [69] for further information. The 95% C.L. exclusion limits from the LHC
Higgs data have been applied by using HiggsBounds [70]. We then keep only those parameter
points where the h125 is in accordance with the Higgs data by requiring that the global signal
strength µ is within 2σ of the experimental fit value [71].4 With the mixing matrix R defined
in Eq. (2.5) we calculate µ, at leading order in the electroweak parameters, as
µ = (Rh125 1)
2 × ΣXSMBR(h125 → XSM) , (3.53)
where XSM denotes a SM particle pair final state and i refers to that of the Hi in Eq. (2.5)
that is identified with the h125. The branching ratios have been obtained with the Fortran code
sHDECAY [12]. We do not include the effects of chain production [12] here nor in any of the other
models.
The sample was generated with the input parameters given in Eq. (2.9). One of the Higgs
bosons is identified with h125 and the remaining ones are restricted to the mass range
30 GeV ≤ mHi < 1000 GeV, Hi 6= h125 . (3.54)
The VEVs vA and vS are varied in the range
1 GeV ≤ vA, vS < 1.5 TeV . (3.55)
The mixing angles α1,2,3 are chosen in
−pi
2
≤ α1,2,3 < pi
2
. (3.56)
All input parameters were randomly generated (uniformly) in the ranges specified above and we
obtained ∼ 4× 106 valid points.
3.2 The C2HDM Parameter Scan
We have implemented the C2DHM as a ScannerS model class. This allowed us to perform a full
parameter space scan that simultaneously applies the constraints described here: We require the
potential to be bounded from below and we use the tree-level discriminant from [72] to enforce
that the vacuum configuration is at a global minimum to disallow vacuum decay. Furthermore,
we check that tree-level perturbative unitarity holds. We apply the flavour constraints on Rb
[73, 74] and B → Xsγ [74–78], which can be generalized from the CP-conserving 2HDM to the
C2HDM as they only depend on the charged Higgs boson. These constraints are checked as 2σ
exclusion bounds on the mH± − tβ plane. Note that the latest calculation of Ref. [78] enforces
mH± > 580 GeV (3.57)
4In adopting this procedure we are allowing a larger number of points in our sample than the ones that would
be obtained if we considered the six-dimensional ellipsoid. We are in fact considering the points that are inside
the bounding box of this ellipsoid. Moreover, we also overestimate the allowed range by considering 2×1σ instead
of 2σ. One should note that this is a preliminary study comparing the phenomenology of several models and that
the procedure is the same for all models.
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in the type II and flipped 2HDM. In the type I model this bound is much weaker and depends
more strongly on tanβ. We verify agreement with the electroweak precision measurements by
using the oblique parameters S, T and U . The formulae for their computation in the general
2HDM have been given in [19]. For the computed S, T and U values we demand 2σ compatibil-
ity with the SM fit [79]. The full correlation among the three parameters is taken into account.
Again, compatibility with the Higgs data is checked using HiggsBounds5 and the individual sig-
nal strengths fit [71] for the h125. The necessary decay widths and branching ratios are obtained
from a private implementation of the C2HDM into HDECAY v6.51, which will be released in a
future publication. This includes state-of-the-art QCD corrections and off-shell decays. Addi-
tionally we need the Higgs boson production cross sections normalized to the SM. The gluon
fusion (ggF ) and b-quark fusion (bbF ) production cross sections at next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) QCD are obtained from SusHi v1.6.0 [81,82] which is interfaced with ScannerS. The
cross section contributions from the CP-even and the CP-odd Yukawa couplings are calculated
separately and then added incoherently. Hence, the fermion initiated cross section normalized
to the SM is given by
µF =
σevenC2HDM(ggF ) + σ
even
C2HDM(bbF ) + σ
odd
C2HDM(ggF ) + σ
odd
C2HDM(bbF )
σevenSM (ggF )
. (3.58)
In the denominator we neglected the bbF cross section which is very small compared to gluon
fusion production in the SM. The QCD corrections to massive gauge boson-mediated production
cross sections cancel upon normalization to the SM. Thus, vector boson fusion (V BF ) and
associated production with vector bosons (V H) yield the normalized production strength
µV =
σevenC2HDM(V BF )
σevenSM (V BF )
=
σevenC2HDM(V H)
σevenSM (V H)
= c2(HiV V ) , (3.59)
with the effective coupling defined in Eq. (2.29). There are, obviously, no CP-odd contributions
to these channels (at tree-level). HiggsBounds also requires the cross sections for associated
production with top or bottom quarks. Due to the different QCD corrections of the CP-even and
CP-odd contributions to these processes [83], the QCD corrections in their incoherent addition
do not cancel when normalized to the SM. Therefore, we use these cross section ratios only at
leading order. The ratios are given by
µassoc =
σC2HDM(ffHi)
σSM(ffH)
= ce(Hiff)
2 + co(Hiff)
2 , (3.60)
with the coupling coefficients defined in Eq. (2.31). This information is passed to HiggsBounds
via the ScannerS interface and HiggsBounds v4.3.1 is used to check agreement with all 2σ
exclusion limits from LEP, Tevatron and LHC Higgs searches. The properties of the h125 are
checked against the fitted values of
µF
µV
, µγγ , µZZ , µWW , µττ , µbb , (3.61)
given in [71], with µxx defined as
µxx = µF
BRC2HDM(Hi → xx)
BRSM(Hi → xx) (3.62)
5 A recent ATLAS analysis [80] considered a pseudoscalar of mass 500 GeV decaying into a tt¯-pair. Assuming
a type II 2HDM, they obtained a constraint of tanβ > 0.85 for a pseudoscalar of this mass. Although relevant,
this constraint can only be applied in the immediate vicinity of a pseudoscalar mass of 500 GeV and therefore we
did not include it in our analysis.
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for Hi ≡ h125. We require agreement with the fit results of [71] within the 2× 1σ level. All our
models preserve custodial symmetry so that
µZZ = µWW ≡ µV V . (3.63)
Therefore, we combine the lower 2 × 1σ bound from µZZ with the upper bound on µWW [71]
and use
0.79 < µV V < 1.48 . (3.64)
Strong constraints on CP violation in the Higgs sector arise from electric dipole moment (EDM)
measurements, among which the one of the electron imposes the strongest constraints [84],
with the experimental limit given by the ACME collaboration [85]. We have implemented the
calculation of [86] and applied the constraints from the electron EDM in a full scan of the
C2HDM parameter space. We require our results to be compatible with the values given in [85]
at 90% C.L.
For the scan with the input parameters from Eq. (2.27) we choose tβ in the range
0.25 ≤ tβ ≤ 35 . (3.65)
As the lower bound on tβ from the Rb measurement is stronger than the lower bound in
Eq. (3.65), the latter has no influence on the physical parameter points. After transforming
the mixing matrix generated by ScannerS to the parametrization of Eq. (2.8) we allow the
mixing angles to vary in
−pi
2
≤ α1,2,3 < pi
2
. (3.66)
The value of Re(m212) is chosen in
0 GeV2 ≤ Re(m212) < 500000 GeV2 . (3.67)
There are also physical parameter points with Re(m212) < 0 but they are extremely rare, and we
neglect them in our study. We identify one of the neutral Higgs bosons Hi with h125. In type
II, the charged Higgs mass is chosen in the range
580 GeV ≤ mH± < 1 TeV , (3.68)
and in type I we choose
80 GeV ≤ mH± < 1 TeV . (3.69)
The electroweak precision constraints combined with perturbative unitarity constraints force the
mass of at least one of the neutral Higgs bosons to be close to mH± . Therefore, we increase
the efficiency of the parameter scan by generating a second neutral Higgs mass mHi 6=h125 in the
interval
500 GeV ≤ mHi < 1 TeV (3.70)
in the type II and
30 GeV ≤ mHi < 1 TeV (3.71)
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in the type I. The third neutral Higgs boson mHj 6=Hi,h125 is not an independent parameter and
is calculated by ScannerS. We require the masses of both Higgs bosons Hi, Hj 6= h125 to lie in
the interval
30 GeV ≤ mHi ,mHj < 1 TeV . (3.72)
We have generated samples of ∼ 105 valid points within these bounds for type I and for type II.
Since we found the CP-conserving limit not to be well-captured by this scan we added another
∼ 105 CP-conserving points to each of these samples (∼ 8 × 104 points where h = h125 and
∼ 2 × 104 points where H = h125). These points were generated in the same ranges and with
the same constraints applied.6
3.3 The N2HDM Parameter Scan
We check for the theoretical constraints, namely that the potential is bounded from below, that
the chosen vacuum is the global minimum and that perturbative unitarity holds, as described
in detail in [33].
Most of the experimental constraints applied on the C2HDM described in section 3.2 are
also valid for the N2HDM. Since the constraints on Rb [73, 74] and B → Xsγ [74–78] are only
sensitive to the charged Higgs boson the 2HDM calculation and the resulting 2σ limits in the
mH± − tβ plane can also be used in the N2HDM. For the oblique parameters S, T and U ,
calculated with the general formulae in [87, 88], 2σ compatibility with the SM fit [79] including
the full correlations is demanded. The check of compatibility with the Higgs data proceeds
analogously to the one described for the C2HDM modulo the different Higgs spectrum to be
investigated and the replacement of the production cross sections in the signal rates with the
corresponding ones for the production of either a purely CP-even or a purely CP-odd N2HDM
Higgs boson.
For the scan we choose the following parameter ranges
−pi2 ≤ α1,2,3 < pi2 , 0.25 ≤ tβ ≤ 35 ,
0 GeV2 ≤ Re(m212) < 500000 GeV2 , 1 GeV ≤ vS ≤ 1.5 TeV ,
30 GeV ≤ mHi 6=mh125 ,mA ≤ 1 TeV ,
80 GeV ≤ mH± < 1 TeV (type I) , 580 GeV ≤ mH± < 1 TeV (type II) .
(3.73)
Within these ranges we generated samples of ∼ 5× 105 valid points for each type.
3.4 The NMSSM Parameter Scan
For the NMSSM parameter scan we follow the procedure described in [9, 12] and briefly sum-
marise the main features. The NMSSMTools package [89–94] is used to compute the spectrum
of the Higgs and SUSY particles including higher order corrections and to check for vacuum
stability, the constraints from low-energy observables and to compute the input required by
HiggsBounds to verify compatibility with the exclusion bounds from Higgs searches. The Higgs
branching ratios of NMSSMTools are cross-checked against NMSSMCALC [95]. The relic density is
obtained via an interface with micrOMEGAS [94] and required not to exceed the value measured
6Except for the EDM constraint which is trivially satisfied if CP is conserved.
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tβ λ κ M1 M2 M3 At Ab Aτ mQ˜3 mL˜3 Aλ Aκ µeff
in TeV
min 1 0 -0.7 0.1 0.2 1.3 -2 -2 -2 0.6 0.6 -2 -2 -1
max 30 0.7 0.7 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 1
Table 3: Input parameters for the NMSSM scan. All parameters have been varied independently between the
given minimum and maximum values.
by the PLANCK collaboration [96]. We also obtained the spin-independent nucleon-dark mat-
ter direct detection cross section using micrOMEGAS and required that it does not violate the
upper bound from the LUX experiment [97]. Only those parameter points are retained that
feature a neutral CP-even Higgs boson with mass between 124 and 126 GeV. For this Higgs
boson agreement with the signal strength fit of [71] is required at the 2×1σ level. For the gluon
fusion cross section the ratio between the NMSSM Higgs decay width into gluons and the corre-
sponding SM decay width at the same mass value is multiplied with the SM gluon fusion cross
section. The branching ratios are taken from NMSSMTools at NLO QCD, whereas the SM cross
section was calculated at NNLO QCD with HIGLU [98]. The cross section for bb¯ annihilation is
obtained from the multiplication of the SM cross section with the effective squared bb¯ coupling of
NMSSMTools. For the SM cross section values we use the ones from [99] produced with the code
SusHi [81, 82]. Furthermore, the obtained parameter points are checked for compatibility with
the SUSY searches at LHC7 and the lower bound on the charged Higgs mass [100, 101]. Since
the SUSY limits are model-dependent, we decided to take them into account by applying conser-
vative lower mass limits. On the masses of the gluinos and squarks of the first two generations
we imposed a lower bound of 1850 GeV [102]. We required the masses of the lightest stop and
sbottom to be heavier than 800 GeV [103,104].8 Based on [110] we chose a lower charged slepton
mass limit of 400 GeV, and we required the lightest chargino mass to be above 300 GeV [111].
We did not impose an extra cut on the neutralino mass, which would also depend on the mass
of the lightest chargino. Instead, the neutralino mass is constrained by DM observables.
The ranges applied in our parameter scan are summarised in table 3. In order to ensure
perturbativity we apply the rough constraint
λ2 + κ2 < 0.72 . (3.74)
The remaining mass parameters of the third generation sfermions not listed in the table are
chosen as
mt˜R = mQ˜3 , mτ˜R = mL˜3 and mb˜R = 3 TeV . (3.75)
The mass parameters of the first and second generation sfermions are set to 3 TeV. For consis-
tency with the parameter ranges of the other models we kept only points with all Higgs masses
between 30 GeV and 1 TeV.
7We take the limits given by the ATLAS collaboration. Comparable results were obtained by the CMS
collaboration.
8The mass of the lightest stop could also be considerably lighter in case the mass difference between the stop
and the lightest neutralino is small [105–109]. Since this limit is model-dependent, we do not further take into
account this case here.
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Figure 1: Masses of the two non-h125 neutral scalars. Left: the CxSM (orange) and NMSSM (red); middle:
the type I N2HDM (fair-green) and C2HDM (fair-blue); right: the type II N2HDM (dark-green) and C2HDM
(dark-blue). For the CxSM, NMSSM and N2HDM the two masses in the axes are for CP-even Higgs bosons,
whereas for the C2HDM they are for CP-mixed Higgs bosons . By definition mH↓ ≤ mH↑ .
With these constraints we performed a uniform scan of the parameters within the boxes of
table 3. To improve the efficiency of the scan, in a first step we check if a Higgs boson with
a tree-level mass inside the window 125 ± 100 GeV is present. Otherwise we reject the point
before running it through NMSSMTools. In the second step, after NMSSMTools returns the loop
corrected spectrum, we enforce that a Higgs boson is present with a mass inside the window
125± 1 GeV. We also did part of the scan without this constraint applied to ensure that we do
not exclude more extreme scenarios with larger radiative corrections. With this approach we
obtained ∼ 7000 valid points.
4 Phenomenological Analysis
We now turn to our phenomenological analysis in which we study the properties of the various
models with the aim to identify features unique to a specific model that allow us to distinguish
between the models. In our analysis of the C2HDM and the N2HDM we adopt the most
commonly studied type I and II Yukawa sectors.
4.1 The Higgs Mass Spectrum
We start the phenomenological comparison of our models by investigating the Higgs mass spec-
trum. In Fig. 1 we show for the CxSM, NMSSM and N2HDM the mass distributions of the
two neutral CP-even non-h125 Higgs bosons and for the C2HDM the ones of the two CP-mixed
non-h125 Higgs bosons. For the N2HDM and C2HDM we show the results both for type I and
type II. From now on we call the lighter of these H↓ and the heavier one H↑. The N2HDM
and NMSSM feature additional CP-odd Higgs bosons. For the C2HDM, all our plots shown
here and in the following include the limit of the real 2HDM through a dedicated scan in that
model to improve the density. We have performed a lower density localised scan of that region
in the C2HDM to check that this is consistent. In all models we find points with mH↓ < mh125 .
For the C2HDM type II, however, this is only the case in the limit of the real 2HDM. Away
from this limit the masses of H↓ and H↑ turn out to be always heavier than about 500 GeV
and to be close. We have verified that this results from a combination of the tree-level unitarity
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constraints with the electroweak precision data constraints (through the S, T, U variables). To
conclude this, first we performed several scans, one for each constraint with only that constraint
applied, to check the individual effect of each constraint. Then we repeated the procedure for
all possible pairings of constraints. The upper boundary of the C2HDM mass spectra observed
in the middle and right panels is the same for both types and it matches the one for the real
2HDM. This boundary is due to tree-level unitarity constraints. In the N2HDM there is more
freedom, with further quartic couplings involving the singlet, so the same boundary does not
arise.
In the N2HDM, the CxSM and C2HDM type I, we have points where mH↑ < mh125 and
hence the h125 is the heaviest of the CP-even (CP-mixed in the C2HDM) neutral Higgs bosons.
In our scan, we did not find such points for the NMSSM.9 The N2HDM and NMSSM feature
additionally pseudoscalars that can also be lighter than 125 GeV. The N2HDM covers the largest
mass region. With the largest number of parameters, not restricted by additional supersym-
metric symmetries, it is easiest in this model to adjust it to be compatible with all the applied
constraints. Note, finally, that the gaps at 125 GeV are due to the mass windows around h125
in order to avoid degenerate Higgs signals.
4.2 Phenomenology of the Singlet or Pseudoscalar Admixture in h125
We investigate the phenomenology of the h125 with respect to its possible singlet or pseudoscalar
admixture. In particular, we study to which extent this influences the signal strengths of the
h125 and if this can be used to distinguish between the models. Additionally, we compare
the CP-conserving singlet admixture with the CP-violating pseudoscalar admixture. Since the
measurement of CP violation is experimentally very challenging10, a h125 of the C2HDM could
be misidentified as a CP-even Higgs boson in the present phase of the LHC. Moreover, since
the Higgs couplings to gauge bosons have the same Lorentz structure as the SM Higgs boson,
a clear signal of CP violation would have to be seen either via the couplings to fermions or
via particular combinations of decays if other Higgs were discovered [10]. A comparison of the
singlet and pseudoscalar admixture is therefore appropriate.
In the CxSM, the singlet admixture to a Higgs boson Hi is given by the sum of the real and
complex singlet parts squared, i.e.
ΣCxSMi = (Ri2)
2 + (Ri3)
2 , (4.76)
with the matrix R defined in Eq. (2.5). In the N2HDM, the singlet admixture is given by
ΣN2HDMi = (Ri3)
2 , (4.77)
where R has been introduced in Eq. (2.40). Also in the NMSSM the singlet admixture is obtained
from the square of the ’i3’ element of the mixing matrix,
ΣNMSSMi = (RSi3)2 , (4.78)
with RS introduced in Eq. (2.49). Note, that we use the mixing matrix including higher order
corrections as obtained from NMSSMTools. Finally, the pseudoscalar admixture Ψ of the C2HDM
9For a recent investigation of the NMSSM in view of the present Higgs data and a discussion of the mass
hierarchies, see [112,113].
10For recent experimental analyses, see [114,115].
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Figure 2: C2HDM type II: Pseudoscalar admixture ΨC2HDM of h125 as a function of the most constraining signal
strengths. The dashed lines show the experimental limits and the white triangle denotes the SM value.
is defined as
ΨC2HDMi = (Ri3)
2 , (4.79)
with R introduced in Eq. (2.22). In the following we drop the subscript and denote by Σ and Ψ
the singlet and pseudoscalar admixture of h125, respectively.
The CxSM: In the CxSM the rescaling of all couplings to the SM particles by one common
factor makes an agreement of large singlet admixtures with the experimental data impossible.
The maximum allowed singlet admixture in the CxSM is given by the lower bound on the global
signal strength µ and amounts to11
ΣCxSMmax ≈ 1− µmin ≈ 11% . (4.80)
The C2HDM: We next discuss the pseudoscalar admixture in the C2HDM. Some features
are also found in the N2HDM, so that we do not need to repeat in detail the discussion of the
N2HDM, for which we refer to [33]. We start with the C2HDM type II. As can be inferred
from Fig. 2, which shows the pseudoscalar admixture of the C2HDM SM-like Higgs boson as a
function of the most constraining signal strengths, the pseudoscalar admixture can at most be
10%. This is not a consequence of the measured properties of the h125 but due to the restrictive
bounds on the electron EDM. Without EDM constraints 20% would be allowed.12 Because of
the rather small Ψ, the properties of the h125 in the C2HDM are well approximated by the real
11We are neglecting here Higgs-to-Higgs decays, which is a valid approximation as substantial decays of h125
into a pair of lighter Higgs bosons would induce deviations in the µ-values not compatible with the experimental
data any more.
12For a detailed investigation of the C2HDM, including the analysis of the effects of EDM constraints, we refer
to a forthcoming publication [116].
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Figure 3: C2HDM type II: Pseudoscalar admixture ΨC2HDM of h125 as a function of the effective couplings
squared. The white triangle denotes the SM value. The dashed line represents equal scaling of the couplings.
2HDM. In this limit, there are only two non-zero mixing matrix elements that contribute to h125.
The orthogonality of the mixing matrix leads to the sharp edges of the allowed regions visible
in the plots. In Fig. 2 we observe three regions of enhanced µττ in case of small pseudoscalar
admixture (dark blue points). One of the dark blue enhanced regions resides in the wrong-
sign limit 13 and corresponds to the points deviating from the bulk (towards the top left in
the right and towards the bottom left in the left plot of Fig. 2).14 Additionally, enhanced
µττ rates can be observed for non-vanishing larger pseudoscalar admixture. This behaviour
can be understood by investigating the couplings to gauge bosons and fermions individually.
In Fig. 3 (left) c2(h125V V ) is plotted against c
2(h125bb¯) ≡ (ce)2 + (co)2, with ce,o defined in
Eq. (2.31). Note that in the 2HDM type II the tree-level couplings to down-type quarks and
leptons are the same. The right figure shows c2(h125tt¯) versus c
2(h125bb¯). The colour code
indicates the pseudoscalar admixture. While the pseudoscalar admixture reduces the couplings
to gauge bosons the couplings to fermions can be reduced or enhanced irrespective of the value
of Ψ. The enhanced rates are due to enhanced couplings to top-quarks, thus increasing the
production cross section. The additional reduction in c(h125V V )
2 = µV leads to the reduced
µV /µF , observed for the points with larger pseudoscalar admixture in Fig. 2 (left). Here we also
see points with strongly reduced µV /µF and vanishing pseudoscalar admixture. As mentioned
above, these are points residing either in the wrong-sign regime with strongly reduced couplings
to the massive gauge bosons or in the region where substantial Higgs-to-Higgs decays of the
h125 are possible. They are almost exclusively points of the real 2HDM. The most enhanced
13The wrong sign limit is the limit where the Yukawa couplings have the relative sign to the Higgs coupling to
massive gauge bosons opposite to the SM one (see [117] for details).
14The disconnected points for lower µττ values in the right plot arise from the possibility of substantial h125
decays into a pair of lighter Higgs bosons. This is partly also the reason for the disconnected points in the bottom
left region of the left plot.
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Figure 4: C2HDM type I: Pseudoscalar admixture ΨC2HDM of h125 as a function of the most constraining signal
strengths. The dashed lines show the experimental limits and the white triangle denotes the SM value.
µττ of up to 30% is obtained for simultaneously enhanced µV V . It is due to the enhanced
production mechanism resulting from enhanced couplings to the top quarks in this region, as
we explicitly verified, while the involved decays remain SM-like. The second enhanced region
in the CP-conserving limit, the one in the wrong sign regime, is due to reduced couplings to
gauge bosons and simultaneously enhanced couplings to bottom quarks. The resulting reduced
decay into V V increases the branching ratio into ττ and thus the rate in this final state. The
third region with enhanced µττ and reduced µV V arises from enhanced effective couplings to τ
leptons and b-quarks. Combining this with the fact that the couplings to massive gauge bosons
cannot exceed one, the overall branching ratio into τ pairs is enhanced.
With values of up to 25%, cf. Fig. 4, larger pseudoscalar admixtures are allowed in the
C2HDM type I compared to the type II. This upper bound of Ψ is barely affected by the EDMs
which are less constraining in the type I model. As can be inferred from Fig. 4, the upper bound
of µV V as well as the boundaries of µττ and µV /µF obtained from the combination of all the
constraints in our scan are already well inside the upper bound restrictions set by the LHC
data on these signal rates. In contrast to type II no enhanced rates can be observed for non-
vanishing pseudoscalar admixture. The highest pseudoscalar admixtures entail reduced signal
strengths, while simultaneously the ratio µV /µF ≈ 1. In Fig. 5 c2(h125V V ) is plotted against
c2(h125tt¯) = c
2(h125bb¯). The colour code shows that both effective couplings are reduced almost
in parallel with increasing Ψ, implying µV /µF ≈ 1 for large pseudoscalar admixture. We find
that for a measurement of µττ within 5% of the SM value pseudoscalar admixtures above 15%
are excluded. If µV V is determined within 5% of the SM value, Ψ is even constrained to values
below 7%. In type II, only a simultaneous measurement of all µ values within 5% of their SM
values constrain Ψ to below about 3%.
The N2HDM: In the N2HDM, the large number of free parameters allows for significant
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Figure 5: C2HDM type I: Pseudoscalar admixture ΨC2HDM of h125 as a function of the effective couplings squared.
The white triangle denotes the SM value. The dashed line represents equal scaling of the couplings.
non-SM properties of the h125. We have investigated the singlet admixture of the SM-like
N2HDM Higgs boson in great detail in [33] and found that in the N2HDM type II singlet
admixtures of up to 55% are still compatible with the LHC Higgs data. Interestingly, the most
constraining power on ΣN2HDM does not arise from the best measured signal rates µV V and µγγ
which for SM-like rates in these channels still allow for singlet admixtures of up to 50% and 40%,
respectively. However, a measurement of µττ ≈ 1 constrains ΣN2HDM to values below about 25%,
and µV /µF ≥ 1 restrict it to below 20%. This can be understood by inspecting the involved
couplings and is due to a stronger reduction of the coupling to bottom quarks with rising singlet
admixture than the ones to top quarks and V V . For details, we refer the reader to [33]. Since
the N2HDM and the C2HDM coincide in their scalar sector in the limit of vanishing singlet
admixture and pseudoscalar admixture, respectively, we observe the same enhanced regions of
µττ in the limit of the real 2HDM (type II). Away from this limit both models differ: While
non-vanishing pseudoscalar admixture allows for enhanced µττ , the singlet admixture in the
N2HDM always reduces the rates, in contrast to the C2HDM case the couplings to fermions
become smaller with rising Σ.
In the N2HDM type I due to the restriction of the up- and down-type quark couplings
to the same doublet we found that the maximum allowed singlet admixture is 25%, inducing
reduced signal strengths with simultaneously µV /µF ≈ 1. The distribution of the couplings in
the parameter space is similar to that of the C2HDM type I, cf. [33] for comparison. Like in
the C2HDM type I, the singlet admixture is most effectively constrained, down to about 7.5%,
by a 5% measurement of µV V , while in type II µττ restricts Σ to below 37% (20%) for small
(medium) tanβ values if it is measured to 5% within the SM value.
The NMSSM: Figure 6 displays the singlet admixture of the NMSSM SM-like Higgs boson
as a function of the most constraining signal strengths. These are in the left plot µV /µF versus
µγγ and µττ versus µV V in the right one. The colour code quantifies the singlet admixture. Due
to the correlations enforced on the Higgs sector from supersymmetry, the NMSSM parameter
space is much more constrained than the one of the N2HDM (cf. [33] for the corresponding plots
of the N2HDM). Furthermore, µττ cannot be enhanced by more than a few percent, in contrast
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Figure 6: NMSSM: Singlet admixture ΣNMSSM of h125 as a function of the most constraining signal strengths.
The dashed lines show the experimental limits and the white triangle denotes the SM value.
to the type II15 N2HDM, where enhancements of up to 40% are still compatible with the Higgs
data. The reasons for possible (large) enhancement of µττ in the N2HDM (or C2HDM) are all
absent in the NMSSM: In the NMSSM the effective coupling to top quarks cannot exceed 1, i.e.
c2(h125tt¯) ≤ 1 , (4.81)
with c(h125tt¯) denoting the coupling modification factor with respect to the SM coupling. This
can be inferred from Fig. 7, which shows the correlations between the NMSSM effective couplings
squared together with the singlet admixture. In the N2HDM on the other hand, the squared
top-Yukawa coupling, which controls the dominant gluon fusion production mechanism, can be
enhanced by more than 60%. In the N2HDM the wrong-sign regime also allows for increased
µττ whereas in the NMSSM we did not find such points. Finally, the h125 coupling squared to
bottom quarks can be enhanced by more than 40% in the N2HDM compared to only about 15%
in the NMSSM, cf. Fig. 7.
While in the N2HDM the ratio µV /µF reaches its lower experimental bound of 0.54 for µγγ
up to 1.2, cf. [33], in the NMSSM this ratio does not drop much below 1. The reason is the
correlation
c2(h125tt¯) ≈ c2(h125V V ) , (4.82)
increasing with rising singlet admixture, as can be inferred from Fig. 7 (right). The coupling
to top quarks controls gluon fusion and thus µF , while c
2(h125V V ) ≈ µV , so that µV ≈ µF .
This is a consequence of the SUSY relations together with the requirement of the h125 to behave
15Since in the NMSSM the Higgs doublets couple as in the type II Yukawa sector, one has to compare to this
type.
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Figure 7: NMSSM: Singlet admixture ΣNMSSM of the h125 as a function of the effective couplings squared. The
white triangle denotes the SM value. The dashed lines represent equal scaling of the couplings.
SM-like.
The NMSSM can still accommodate a considerable singlet admixture of up to ΣNMSSM =
42%. Like in the N2HDM, with rising Σ the effective coupling squared c2(h125bb¯) is reduced
more strongly than c2(h125V V ) and c
2(h125tt¯), as can be inferred from Fig. 7 (left and middle).
The enhancement in the branching ratios due to the reduced dominant decay into bb¯ and hence
the smaller total width is large enough to counterbalance the reduction in the production. The
coupling strength to τ ’s is reduced in the same way as the one to bottom quarks when the singlet
admixture increases. As there are no other means to enhance µττ in order to compensate for the
effects of non-zero singlet admixture, the µττ is very constraining and even more constraining
than in the N2HDM. A measurement of µττ within 5% of the SM value would exclude singlet
admixtures larger than 8%.
5 Signal Rates of the non-SM-like Higgs Bosons
In this section we show and compare the rates of all neutral non-SM-like Higgs bosons in the
most important SM final state channels. Assuming that in a first stage of discovery only one
additional Higgs boson besides the h125 has been discovered we also investigate the question if in
this situation, i.e. before the discovery of further Higgs bosons, we are already able to distinguish
between the four models discussed here. As the determination of the CP properties of the new
Higgs boson is not immediate and takes some time to accumulate a sufficiently large amount of
data, we assume that the CP properties of the second discovered Higgs boson are not known,
so that we have to treat the CP-even, CP-odd and CP-mixed (in the C2HDM) Higgs bosons of
our models on equal footing. Again, we denote by H↓ the lighter and by H↑ the heavier of the
two neutral non-h125 CP-even or CP-mixed (for the C2HDM) Higgs bosons. The pseudoscalar
of the N2HDM is denoted by A and the two pseudoscalars of the NMSSM by A1 and A2, where
by definition mA1 < mA2 . The signal rates that we show have been obtained by multiplying
the production cross section with the corresponding branching ratio obtained from sHDECAY,
N2HDECAY, NMSSMCALC and a private version including the CP-violating 2HDM (to be published
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in a forthcoming paper). For the production we use
σΦ = σΦ(ggF ) + σΦ(bbF ) , (5.83)
computed for a c.m. energy of
√
s = 13 TeV with SusHi at NNLO QCD using the effective t and
b couplings of the respective model. Here Φ generically denotes any of the CP-even, CP-odd
and CP-mixed neutral Higgs bosons of our models. Production through bottom-quark fusion is
included in order to account for possible large b-quark couplings. None of our models can lead
to enhanced couplings to vector bosons, so that we neglect the sub-leading production through
vector boson fusion. As Higgs-strahlung and associated production are negligible compared to
ggF and bbF , we neglect these production channels as well. Furthermore, for all rates we impose
a lower limit of 0.1 fb.
Signal Rates into ZZ: In Fig. 8 we depict the signal rates into ZZ. The rates of the two
non-SM-like Higgs bosons of the C2HDM are shown together with the CP-even Higgs bosons
of the other models in one plot, although they can have a more or less important pseudoscalar
admixture. Note also, that there are no rates for the pure pseudoscalar Higgs bosons of the
N2HDM and NMSSM, as they do not couple to massive gauge bosons at tree-level. For all our
models the sum rule
3∑
i=1
c2(HiV V ) = 1 (5.84)
for the CP-even and C2HDM CP-mixed Higgs bosons holds, imposed by unitarity constraints.
Since the h125 requires substantial couplings to gauge bosons in order to comply with the ex-
perimental results in the ZZ and W+W− final states, the sum rule forces the gauge coupling
of H↓ (and also H↑) to be considerably below the SM value. The room for deviations of the
h125-Higgs boson coupling to gauge bosons from the SM value mainly depends on the number of
free parameters of the model that can be used to accommodate independent coupling variations.
This allows e.g. a reduction of the decay width into gauge bosons to be compensated by the
reduction of the total width and/or an increase in the production cross section.
In the CxSM the common scaling of all Higgs couplings combined with the sum rule Eq. (5.84)
and the fact that experimental data allow for µh125 down to about 0.9 enforces
c2CxSM(H↓/↑V V ) <∼ 0.1 . (5.85)
As all CxSM Higgs couplings are reduced compared to the SM the production cross sections
cannot be enhanced in this model, so that altogether not only the rate into V V but all CxSM
rates are below the SM reference in the whole mH↓/↑ mass range so that the discovery of addi-
tional Higgs bosons in the CxSM may proceed through Higgs-to-Higgs decays [12].
Also for the remaining models overall we observe reduced rates compared to what would be
expected in the SM for a Higgs boson of the same mass, except for the low-mass region. The
resulting rates are a combination of sum rules and the behaviour of the Yukawa couplings.16 As
the h125 takes a large portion of the coupling to gauge bosons, the H↓/↑V V coupling necessarily
cannot be substantial. Models with more parameters, however, like the ones discussed here, allow
for larger deviations of the h125 couplings from the SM expectations. This allows the remaining
16In the NMSSM additional squark contributions in the dominant gluon fusion production cross section or stop,
chargino and charged Higgs contributions in the loop decay into photons play a role if the loop particle masses
are light enough [118].
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Figure 8: Signal rates for the production of H↓ (upper) and H↑ (lower) decaying into a pair of Z bosons at the√
s = 13 TeV LHC as a function of its mass. Left: the CxSM (orange), the type I N2HDM (fair green) and
C2HDM (fair blue). Right: the NMSSM (red) and the type II N2HDM (dark green) and C2HDM (dark blue).
The dashed black line denotes the signal rate of a SM Higgs boson of the same mass.
Higgs bosons to have larger couplings, while maintaining compatibility with any coupling sum
rules. We will discuss the implications of such sum rules in great detail in the next section. As we
have seen before the couplings to fermions can also be enhanced in some models. Finally, due to
SUSY relations the NMSSM has less freedom than the N2HDM. Overall the combination of all
these effects leads to the rates in most mass regions being largest in the N2HDM. Furthermore,
the rates in the type I models are (somewhat) smaller than in the corresponding type II models,
as in the former we have the additional constraint that the up- and down-type couplings cannot
be varied independently.
The behaviour of the NMSSM cross sections can be best understood by looking at the nature
of the Higgs boson under investigation. This is summarized in Table 2 of Ref. [9]. The H↓ with
mass below 125 GeV behaves singlet-like but can become doublet-like in regions with strong
doublet-singlet mixing which happens in mass regions close to 125 GeV. This is why here the
rates can become SM-like or even exceed the SM reference value. In this case, where the second-
lightest Higgs H2 ≡ h125, the heaviest one, H↑, is doublet-like. In case the lightest Higgs boson
H1 ≡ h125, H↓ is singlet (doublet)-like for small (large) tanβ, and H↑ takes the opposite role.
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Despite the fact that for masses above 125 GeV either H↓ or H↑ are doublet-like their couplings
to massive gauge bosons are suppressed as discussed in [9] so that the NMSSM rates always
remain well below the SM reference.
Since all the rates of the various models overlap, a distinction based on this criterion is
difficult. One can state, however, that an observation of a neutral scalar with an O(100 fb) rate
in the ZZ channel for a mass >∼ 380 GeV may be sufficient to exclude the NMSSM. Furthermore
the observation of rates of 30-50 fb in the high mass region between 800 and 1000 GeV can only
be due to the N2HDM (type II), within our set of models. This region is being tested by
the experiments, which are due to achieve soon the luminosity necessary to probe such high
rates [119].
Signal Rates into ττ : Figure 9 displays the signal rates into the τ -pair final state for
the various models. In all models apart from the CxSM the H↓/↑ couplings to τ -pairs can be
enhanced above the SM value, so that enhanced rates are possible provided the production cross
section is not too strongly suppressed. In particular in the C2HDM, the incoherent addition
of the scalar and pseudoscalar contributions to both the ggF/bbF production and the partial
width into τ τ¯ leads to enhanced rates. This concerns the points with non-vanishing Ψ where
mH↑/↓ >∼ 500 GeV. All other points reside in the limit of the CP-conserving 2HDM, as dis-
cussed above. Note that the points of the type II N2HDM and C2HDM (here in the Ψ → 0
limit) with enhanced τ rates for mH↓ <∼ 200 GeV are about to be constrained (or excluded)
experimentally [120]. The very enhanced points at mH↓ = 70 − 80 GeV are due to associated
production with bottom quarks for large values of tanβ in the real 2HDM limit of both the
C2HDM and N2HDM. In this mass region no exclusion limits exist so far so that these points
are still allowed. This should encourage the experiments to perform analyses in this mass region.
For mH↓ <∼ 65 GeV, limits exist from the SM-like Higgs data, as h125 can decay off-shell into
a pair of H↓ which could possibly spoil the measured µ-values of h125. The NMSSM rates are
explained as follows: Irrespective of tanβ the H↓ is singlet-like for mH↓ < 125 GeV and becomes
more and more doublet-like in the vicinity of h125 so that its rates become more SM-like. For
mH↓ ≥ 130 GeV H↓ is singlet-(doublet-)like for small (large) tanβ. The applied limits on the
SUSY masses turn out to restrict the NMSSM parameter range to smaller values of tanβ, so
that H↓ is singlet-like in this mass region and its rates are below the SM reference values. The
H↑ is doublet-like for tanβ small and h125 either H1 or H2. As tanβ cannot become large,
however, its rates are not much above the values that would be obtained in the SM case.
The lower two plots display the production cross sections of the N2HDM pseudoscalar A in
the N2HDM (left plot) and of the two NMSSM pseudoscalars A1 and A2. The SM-like Higgs
limit is also included in the dashed line as a reference17. Again in N2HDM type II the rates are
larger than in type I. In the range 130 GeV ≤ mA <∼ 200 GeV there are hardly any points due
to the LHC exclusion limits [120]. The enhanced rates for mA ≤ 120 GeV are on the border of
being excluded. The shape of the NMSSM A1,2 distributions is again explained by the singlet-/
doublet-nature of these particles. The lighter of the two pseudoscalars, A1, is singlet-like for
mA1 <∼ 380 GeV. Still, in the region above the Z-pair and below the top-quark pair threshold,
the ττ rates can exceed the SM reference, as the decay into ZZ bosons which is dominant here
in the SM, is absent. The sharp edge at 350 GeV is due to the opening of the decay into top-
quarks. The A2 is correspondingly doublet-, i.e. MSSM-like, explaining its larger rates for the
same mass value.
17Note that the production cross section for a CP-odd Higgs is larger than for a CP-even one with the same
mass.
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Figure 9: Same as Fig. 8 but for the τ -pair final state. Also included, in the lower row: tauonic decays of the
N2HDM pseudoscalar A (left) for the types I (fair green) and II (dark green) and of the NMSSM pseudoscalars
(right) A1 (red) and A2 (rose).
The comparison of all models shows that it is impossible to distinguish the models based on
these rates. Only the CxSM can be excluded if rates above the SM are found, as expected.
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Figure 10: Same as Fig. 9 but for the photonic final state.
Signal rates into γγ: In Fig. 10 we study the rates in the photonic final state. The
distributions show the same shape as for the tauonic final state, only moved downwards to
smaller rates. Interesting are the enhanced photonic rates for mass values below 125 GeV
in the upper right plot for the NMSSM and the type II N2HDM and C2HDM. The latter,
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Figure 11: Same as Fig. 9 but for the top-quark pair final state.
however, are points in the limit of the real 2HDM. The N2HDM points are hidden behind
the NMSSM ones and reach equally large rates. The even higher 2HDM points will soon be
constrained (or excluded) once the experimental analyses investigate this mass range. These
findings, however, should further encourage searches in these mass regions in the tauonic and
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photonic final states. Also in the photonic final state, the distinction of the model based on the
final states is difficult. Only the observation of rates above 5 fb in the mass range between 130
and 350 GeV would indicate a (non-supersymmetric) extended Higgs sector of type II Yukawa
structure as the only valid model among the ones we are discussing. However, these rates are
experimentally challenging.
Signal rates into tt: Finally, in Fig. 11 the rates into top-quark pair final states are
shown. The largest rates are achieved in the type II N2HDM and C2HDM, where the C2HDM
points cover the N2HDM points, which reach equally high rates. Note, however, that again all
points below 500 GeV are only obtained in the limit of the real 2HDM and not related to any
CP-mixing. The NMSSM H↓ rates are far below the SM ones, as H↓ is singlet-like for small
values tanβ. It behaves doublet-like for large values of tanβ. But then the decay into tops is
suppressed. However, the H↑ is doublet-like for small tanβ values inducing rates above the SM
ones. Also the NMSSM pseudoscalar A2 is doublet-like for small tanβ values, so that large rates
are obtained, while A1 is doublet-like for large tanβ, so that large rates are precluded. In the
N2HDM type II small values of tanβ are still allowed so that large rates can be obtained for A,
which couples proportionally to 1/ tanβ to up-type quarks both in type I and II. With rates of
up to O(100 fb) and more, the search for heavy (pseudo)scalars in the top-pair final state in the
2HDM, N2DHM and NMSSM becomes interesting. A distinction of the models is difficult. The
NMSSM, however, can be excluded if rates above 20 fb are observed in the top-pair final state.
6 Coupling Sums
In this section we investigate what can be learnt about the underlying model from the coupling
patterns of the discovered Higgs bosons. We study the gauge boson sum
Π
(i)
V V =
i∑
j=1
|c(HjV V )|2 (6.86)
and the Yukawa sum
Π
(i)
Yuk =
1∑i
j=1 |c(Hiτ τ¯)|2
+
1∑i
j=1 |c(Hitt¯)|2
. (6.87)
As evident from these definitions
Π
(i)
V V ≤ Π(i+1)V V and Π(i)Yuk ≥ Π(i+1)Yuk . (6.88)
The sums are performed over the CP-even Higgs bosons of the CxSM, N2HDM and NMSSM,
and over the CP-violating neutral Higgs bosons of the C2HDM. In the C2HDM and the N2HDM,
the Yukawa sum depends on the way the Higgs doublets couple to the fermions. In type II, the
coupling to τ leptons can be exchanged by the b-quarks, leading to the same result, which for the
sum over all neutral Higgs bosons is independent of tanβ. In the remaining types, this Yukawa
sum can be dependent on tanβ. In our analysis we assume the experimental situation that only
one additional neutral Higgs boson with non-vanishing gauge coupling has been discovered.
Note that for the unitarity of scattering processes to be fulfilled the couplings of the Higgs
bosons to the gauge bosons and to the fermions, respectively, have to take a specific form. All
our models are weakly interacting, and the couplings fulfil the unitarity requirement, expressed
through sum rules [121–123]. The specific form of the coupling sum rules can be derived from
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2-to-2 scattering processes, by requiring these to fulfil unitarity. Thus, longitudinal gauge boson
scattering into a pair of longitudinal gauge bosons implies that Π
(i)
V V is equal to 1 if the sum is
performed over all Higgs bosons coupling to the gauge bosons. If one Higgs boson is missed the
sum rule is violated. The sum over the fermion couplings has not been derived from a 2-to-2
scattering process. Instead it has been constructed such that it yields 1 for the NMSSM and
the type II N2HDM when the complete sum over all CP-even Higgs bosons is performed. The
outcome of the Yukawa sum defined in Eq. (6.88) depends on the way the Higgs doublets couple
to the fermions, so that the sums for the N2HDM type I and the C2HDM type I and II depend
on the model parameter tanβ. In the following we will investigate how the gauge boson and
Yukawa sums in our models change if the sum is performed only over a subset of the Higgs
bosons. In case not all neutral Higgs bosons of a given model are included in the gauge boson
sum, it will deviate from 1. In the MSSM and the CP-conserving 2HDM, however, the sum over
two discovered CP-even Higgs bosons is complete and yields 1 both for the gauge boson sum
rule and the Yukawa sum (2HDM type II only).
At the LHC the Higgs couplings can only be extracted by applying model assumptions. The
accuracy at 68% C.L. on the V V and ττ couplings to be expected for an integrated luminosity
of 300 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) is about 10% (slightly better than 10%), on the t-quark coupling about
15% (∼12%) and around 20% (16%) for the b-quark coupling, see e.g. [124–127]. The model-
independent coupling measurements at a linear collider (LC) improve these precisions to a few
percent at a c.m. energy of 500 GeV with an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 [127–132]. The
combination of the high-luminosity LHC and LC leads to a further improvement on the extracted
accuracy. Due to the lower statistics the precision on the Higgs couplings of the non-SM-like
Higgs bosons might be somewhat lower. Their CP-even or -odd nature can be tested in an
earlier stage after discovery by applying different spin-parity hypotheses. The measurement of
possibly CP-violating admixtures, however, requires the accumulation of a large amount of data,
so that a dominantly CP-even Higgs boson of the C2HDM can be misinterpreted as CP-even
and is taken into account in this analysis, as also argued above.
In the C2HDM and CxSM all three neutral Higgs bosons mix so that the coupling sum
analysis can straightforwardly be applied. For the N2HDM and NMSSM, however, it has to be
made sure that the additionally discovered Higgs boson included in the sum, is CP-even. If the
observed particle is observed in the ZZ decay channel, it cannot be purely CP-odd [10,133,134].
Therefore, we require for the non-SM-like Higgs boson
ggF → H↓/↑ → ZZ > 10 fb . (6.89)
This should be observable at the high-luminosity LHC, especially if properties of the particle are
known from prior observations in other channels. This still allows for H↓/↑ to be a CP-mixed
state, which leads to interesting phenomenological consequences for the C2HDM. In [135–137]
it has been shown that the loop-induced decay A → ZZ of the pure pseudoscalar in the CP-
conserving 2HDM can lead to considerable rates. Assuming that a similar behaviour might be
possible in the N2HDM18, the ZZ decay channel might not be sufficient to unambiguously iden-
tify the CP nature of the Higgs boson, but other measurements like e.g. the angular distributions
in Z- and γ-pair final states or fermionic decay modes could be used to identify the CP nature
of the discovered particle, see e.g. [133, 138–145], and to ensure no CP-odd particle is included
in the sum.
18There exists no corresponding study for the N2HDM so far.
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With the coupling sums at hand, we want to investigate the following questions in the next
three subsections:
• Assuming that only two neutral CP-even (or, for the C2HDM, two dominantly CP-even)
Higgs bosons have been found, can we decide based on the coupling sums if the CP-even
(or, for the C2HDM, CP-mixed) Higgs sector is complete (like e.g. in the MSSM or CP-
conserving 2HDM that incorporate only two CP-even Higgs bosons) or if we are missing
the discovery of the remaining Higgs bosons of an extended Higgs sector?
• If this is possible, does the inspection of the pattern of the coupling sums allow us to draw
conclusions on the mass scale of the missing Higgs boson?
• Furthermore, can we distinguish between the various models investigated here on the basis
of the sum distributions of the two discovered Higgs bosons?
6.1 Gauge Boson Coupling Sums
For all of our models we have
Π
(3)
V V = 1 for the CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM, C2HDM , (6.90)
whereas in models with smaller Higgs sectors as the CP-conserving 2HDM or the MSSM, the
gauge boson sum reads
Π
(2)
V V = 1 for the MSSM and the CP-conserving 2HDM . (6.91)
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the partial gauge boson sum Π
(2)
V V for our models. We assume
that besides h125 only one additional CP-even (or, for the C2HDM, CP-mixed) Higgs boson has
been discovered. In this case, the sum rule Eq. (6.90) is necessarily violated, as we only sum
over two instead of three Higgs bosons, and we expect to see deviations of Π
(2)
V V from 1. In the
left column, we assume that the additionally discovered Higgs boson is the H↓, and in the right
one, it is assumed to be the H↑. Without the discovery of the third Higgs boson, we cannot
decide in which of the two situations we are. The upper (lower) row shows the distributions
as a function of the (non-)discovered Higgs boson mass, respectively. All the points that are
shown respect all our constraints, including the requirement of Eq. (6.89). We immediately
observe, that Π
(2)
V V cannot drop below about 0.9 in the CxSM. This is a consequence of the
simple coupling structure combined with the bound from the global signal strength, enforcing
c2(h125V V ) >∼ 0.9 or equivalently Π(2)V V >∼ 0.9, even if the discovered non-SM Higgs does not
couple to V V . Hence, deviations by more than 0.1 from the total gauge boson sum would allow
to exclude the CxSM, although it is more likely that the CxSM can be excluded by deviations
from the common coupling scaling, before the coupling sum analysis can be performed.
In the C2HDM type II, apart from very few outliers19, the h125 coupling squared to massive
gauge bosons can deviate by at most 10% from the squared SM-value, cf. Fig. 3, which is
reflected in the outcome of the gauge coupling sum shown here.20 In the C2HDM type I on the
other hand larger deviations from the SM-limit are still possible, cf. Fig. 5, so that the partial
19These reside in the wrong-sign regime yet not in the limit of the real 2HDM.
20The larger deviations in Fig. 3, beyond 10%, are in the limit of the real 2HDM. In this case, however, the
gauge boson sum is saturated and we have Π
(2)
V V = 1.
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Figure 12: The partial gauge boson sum Π
(2)
V V assuming the only additionally discovered Higgs boson is H↓ (left)
or H↑ (right) as a function of their respective mass (upper) and as a function of the mass of the non-discovered
Higgs boson, respectively, (lower), for the CxSM (yellow), the type I N2HDM (fair green) and C2DHM (fair blue),
the type II N2HDM (dark green) and C2HDM (dark blue) and the NMSSM (red).
gauge coupling sum can become as small as 0.73.
In the N2HDM type II (type I) deviations from 1 of up to 55% (25%) in c2(h125V V ) are
possible, inducing the largest deviations of all models from ΠV V = 1. They are also larger than
those attained by the outliers in C2HDM type II. Moreover, the few outliers in the C2HDM
that can reach a violation of 35% are likely to be probed before a coupling sum analysis can
be performed. The NMSSM, on the other hand, although featuring the largest Higgs sector, is
the most constrained of our models because of supersymmetric relations. As a consequence, the
coupling sum can deviate by at most a few percent if the second discovered Higgs boson is H↓.
In case it is the heavier one, we hardly have any points that fulfil the requirement of rates above
10 fb in the Z boson final state, cf. Fig. 8. In this case, the coupling sum deviates a bit more
from 1, by up to about 5%.
In summary, the answers to our questions are, that all models feature points where the
gauge coupling sum is very close to 1 or equal to 1 making it very hard to distinguish them from
the real 2HDM or the MSSM. This is not surprising as all our models contain the alignment
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type I (dashed green), Eq. (6.95) and the C2HDM type I (full blue), Eq. (6.96), as a function of tanβ.
limit, cf. also [146]. On the other hand, in all our models there exist parameter configurations
(although very rare for the NMSSM and the C2HDM type II) where considerable deviations
from 1 allow for an easy discrimination from the Higgs sectors with two neutral Higgs bosons.
The coupling sum analysis allows for the exclusion of the CxSM if Π
(2)
V V deviates by more than
10% from 1, while in the C2HDM it would indicate the realization of the wrong-sign regime.
As the lower plots reveal, a correlation between the pattern of the coupling sum and the mass
scale of the escaped Higgs boson cannot be observed after taking into account all mentioned
constraints. Finally, the observation of deviations by more than 35% singles out the N2HDM as
a possible underlying model.
6.2 Yukawa Coupling Sums
The CxSM fulfils the Yukawa coupling sum
Π
(3)
Yuk = 2 . (6.92)
In the NMSSM and in the type II (as well as the lepton-specific) N2HDM we have
Π
(3)
Yuk = 1 . (6.93)
The flipped N2HDM implies the same coupling sum if the τ -lepton coupling is exchanged by the
b-quark coupling. For the C2HDM Yukawa sum we use the effective fermion coupling squared
|c(Hff¯)|2 ≡ (ce)2 + (co)2, with ce and co defined in Eq. (2.31). For the C2HDM type II this
leads to the sum
Π
(3)
Yuk = 2
(
24
17− cos(4β) − 1
)
. (6.94)
The Yukawa sum as a function of tanβ is shown in Fig. 13 (short-dashed blue line). It has a
minimum of Π
(3)
Yuk = 2/3 at tanβ = 1 and quickly approaches 1 from below for all other tanβ
values.
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In type I, the Yukawa sum is the same both for the τ -lepton and the b-quark choice of the
down-type fermion coupling. In the N2HDM type I, we have
Π
(3)
Yuk = 2 sin
2 β , (6.95)
and in the C2HDM type I the sum reads
Π
(3)
Yuk =
2 tan2 β
2 + tan2 β
. (6.96)
Both of these are also shown in Fig. 13 (dashed green and full blue line, respectively). Flavour
constraints [75,76] require tanβ ≥ 2.2 in type I models which means that Π(3)Yuk cannot be much
smaller than 2 (cf. Fig. 13) in both the C2HDM and N2HDM type I. The result for the sums is
the same in the flipped type, and also in the lepton-specific case if the b-quark is used instead
of the τ -lepton. For the real 2HDM (MSSM) the Yukawa sums are the same as in the N2HDM
(NMSSM) with the difference that one only sums over 2 instead of 3 neutral Higgs bosons.
In Fig. 14 the distributions of the partial Yukawa sums Π
(2)
Yuk are depicted for the two situ-
ations where the additionally discovered CP-even (or, for the C2HDM, CP-mixed) Higgs boson
is either the lighter (left column) or the heavier (right column) of the non-SM Higgs bosons.
The upper (lower) row again shows the distributions as a function of the (non-)discovered Higgs
boson mass, respectively.
We observe, that due to the common rescaling of all CxSM Higgs couplings the lower bound
of the partial Yukawa sum is given by 2 with the maximal violation of the complete sum given by
the bound of the global signal strength. The measurement of a value below 2 would immediately
exclude the CxSM. A measurement of Π
(2)
Yuk < 1 on the other hand, would be very interesting
because it is only possible in the C2HDM type II and due to the specific pseudoscalar admixture
to the Yukawa couplings. Therefore, not only the model but also the structure of the Yukawa
sector could be determined. According to Eq. (6.94) it would also fix tanβ ≈ 1. Since the
deviations from 1 can at most be a few percent, however, the model is most probably identified
earlier through other observables. The C2HDM type II is ruled out if deviations larger than
7% above 1 are measured. In the C2HDM type I the values of the partial Yukawa sum are
distributed between about 1.7 and 2.8. The lower limit is due to the lower bound on tanβ
imposed by the flavour constraints. The observation of any violation below 1.7 and above about
2.8 immediately excludes the C2HDM type I. This also applies for the N2HDM type I where
the maximum deviations range between the partial sum values 1.7 and 2.8.
In the NMSSM the partial Yukawa sum is strongly violated with values between 1.8 and
2 if the additional discovered Higgs boson is the lighter one. If instead H↑ is discovered the
Yukawa sum is close to the saturating value of 1. These two very different violation patterns
allow to decide which of the two non-SM-like Higgs bosons has been discovered, if one is able to
identify the NMSSM as the underlying model. The NMSSM is excluded if violations beyond 2
are discovered. The large violations in case H↓ is discovered can be explained by the fact that
the constraints applied on the NMSSM restrict tanβ to small values. For these, however, the
heavier CP-even Higgs boson H↑ is dominantly doublet-like, cf. Table 2 in [9]. While h125 carries
most of the top-Yukawa coupling to comply with the Higgs data, the non-discovered doublet-like
H↑ has a large coupling component to the down-type fermions. Its non-discovery leads to the
observed large violations in Π
(2)
Yuk. The situation is reversed if H↑ is discovered. The H↓ is mostly
singlet-like and its non-discovery barely violates the Yukawa sum, which is close to 1. Finally,
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Figure 14: Same as Fig. 12 but for the partial Yukawa sum Π
(2)
Yuk.
the N2HDM type II with its large number of parameters not restricted by SUSY relations can
violate the Yukawa sum by a factor of almost 5. Any measurement of Π
(2)
Yuk beyond about 2.9
therefore clearly singles out the N2HDM type II among our candidate models.
In summary, the answers to our questions are: The type I C2HDM and N2HDM, the type
II N2HDM, the CxSM and the NMSSM all feature points around the value 2 sin2 β, that is
obtained for the sum of the 2HDM type I, so that a distinction from this model would then
not be possible. However, if the two discovered Higgs bosons are those of the type I C2HDM
or N2HDM, the CxSM or the two lighter Higgs bosons of the NMSSM, then their sum would
clearly exclude the possibility of the 2DHM type II or the MSSM, as these lead to the sum value
of 1. The scale of the non-discovered Higgs boson cannot be determined from the pattern of
the Yukawa coupling sums. Only in the NMSSM coupling sums close to 1 would indicate that
the discovered Higgs boson is the H↑, and above 1.8, that it is the H↓. The distinction of the
models, or at least the exclusion of some of the models is possible as described in the previous
paragraph.
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Figure 15: Partial Yukawa sum Π
(2)
Yuk versus Π
(2)
V V in case H↓ (left) or H↑ (right) has been discovered.
6.3 Coupling Sum Correlations
The previous discussions have already made clear that there are correlations between the gauge
boson and Yukawa coupling sums that may be exploited. In Fig. 15 the partial sums are plotted
against each other for all of our models and the two different discovery situations. The CxSM
shows the simplest behaviour where the two sums are strongly correlated due to the common
rescaling of the couplings. As also all other models except for the C2HDM type II cover (part of)
this region this behaviour does not allow to distinguish the models. Only deviations from this
correlation rule out the CxSM. In the NMSSM the plot clearly shows the two distinct regions
resulting from the discovery of either the H↓ or the H↑. However, it is impossible in both regions
to distinguish the NMSSM from the other models using only these coupling sums. The N2HDM
is by far the least constrained of our models. It shows a sharp lower boundary which is a result
of the orthogonality of the mixing matrix and not due to the physical constraints. Observing
Π
(2)
V V < 1 and Π
(2)
Yuk ≈ 1 therefore excludes all models with a 3×3 mixing of the CP-even scalars.
The other models do not have any points in this region because of their specific Yukawa structure
and/or the influence of other constraints. The only model in our study where such a situation
could be realized is the C2HDM type II, identifying it as the candidate underlying model in this
case.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we investigated extensions of the SM, that are motivated by specific features.
Namely, they may solve some of the problems of the SM, they are rather simple, and they
feature 3 CP-even Higgs bosons that have a singlet admixture. These are the CxSM, the
N2HDM and the NMSSM. Additionally, we included the C2HDM as it also provides 3 neutral
Higgs bosons, which, however, now have a pseudoscalar admixture. This allows us to compare
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Model CxSM C2HDM II C2HDM I N2HDM II N2HDM I NMSSM
(Σ or Ψ)allowed 11% 10% 20% 55% 25% 41%
µx((Σ or Ψ)max) global all (7.5%) µV V (7% ) µττ (20-37%) µV V (7.5%) µττ (8%)
Table 4: 2nd row: allowed singlet and pseudoscalar (for the C2HDM) admixtures; 3rd row: the most constraining
µxx together with the maximum allowed admixture after a measurement of µxx within 5% of the SM value. The
allowed CxSM admixture scales with the global signal strength. The first (second) value for N2HDM II applies
for medium (small) tanβ values.
the phenomenological implications of the different admixtures. Furthermore, all these models
are based on different underlying symmetries that, again, are reflected in the phenomenology of
their Higgs bosons. In view of the non-discovery of new non-SM particles, we investigated what
can be learnt from the Higgs sector itself. Our main focus was on the experimental situation
where besides the discovered SM-like Higgs boson only one additional Higgs is discovered in a
first stage. We considered the question: Can the different models be distinguished based on the
mass distributions, the discovery rates as well as the gauge boson and Yukawa coupling sums?
Independently of this goal, the rates of all neutral Higgs bosons for the investigated models in
the various SM final states presented here can be used as basis for further investigations, like
e.g. the identification of benchmark points. Note that all generated parameter points fulfil the
experimental and theoretical constraints on the models. Our main findings are the following:
The EDM constraints, that are relevant for the CP-violating 2HDM, turn out to be more
constraining in the C2HDM type II than in type I. For a non-negligible CP-violating phase,
the Higgs mass spectrum is characterized by rather heavy non-SM-like Higgs bosons, with both
masses above about 500 GeV and not too far apart.
While either of the two lighter CP-even (CP-mixed in case of the C2HDM) Higgs bosons
can be the SM-like Higgs in our models, the mass spectrum of the NMSSM and C2HDM type
II does not feature the possibility of the heaviest Higgs boson to be the SM-like one.
We found that the present constraints all allow for a non-vanishing singlet or pseudoscalar
admixture to the h125 that, depending on the model, is more or less important and can be
constrained by future measurements of the rates. The results are summarized in table 4. The
N2HDM results are taken from [33]. Note that the upper bound on Ψ for the C2HDM type II is
mainly due to the EDM constraints. We also found that the C2HDM type II is the only model
where µττ increases with rising value of the admixture.
From the investigation of the rates of the non-SM-like Higgs bosons, which can be CP-even,
CP-odd or CP-mixed states we concluded, regarding the observation of one additional neutral
Higgs boson Φ besides the h125, that:
• The CxSM is excluded in any of the SM final state channels if rates above the SM reference
are found.
• In the ZZ final state, rates of O(100) fb for mΦ >∼ 380 GeV exclude the NMSSM, and
rates of 35-50 fb for mΦ ∈ [800 : 1000] GeV are only possible in the N2HDM II. The latter
rates are about to be probed by the experiments, however.
• In the ττ final state, we find strongly enhanced rates for the C2HDM and N2HDM type
II in the limit of the real 2HDM for mΦ ∈ [70 : 80] GeV. This is also the case for the
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pseudoscalar decay in the N2HDM type II. This should encourage the experiments to
extend their analyses to this mass range. Overall, no distinction of the models is possible
based on this final state rate alone.
• In the γγ final state, we find again strongly enhanced rates for mΦ ∈ [70 : 80] GeV in
the C2HDM for Ψ → 0, as the experiments have not provided exclusion limits here yet.
Furthermore, rates above 5 fb for mΦ ∈ [130 : 350] GeV single out the N2HDM II as the
only allowed model in our set.
• In the tt¯ final state the N2HDM, C2HDM and NMSSM rates can be above the SM reference
and even reach O(100) pb in the N2HDM rendering the search for the additional Higgs
bosons in this final state interesting. Note that the NMSSM is found to be excluded if
rates above about 4 pb are measured.
The requirement of unitarity implies coupling sum rules. In case not all the Higgs bosons
that carry an electroweak doublet component are found, these sum rules are violated. This
gives a handle to decide whether the discovered Higgs spectrum is complete or not. Thus, we
investigated the partial gauge boson and Yukawa sums assuming that only one additional Higgs
boson besides the h125 has been discovered. In our models with three CP-even (CP-mixed, for
the C2HDM) Higgs bosons this inevitably induces violations of the coupling sums. We found, for
all our models, that the partial gauge boson sum contains points where the sum rule is fulfilled.
This is to be expected, as the h125 couples almost SM-like to the massive gauge bosons. In this
case, a distinction from the MSSM or the 2HDM with two CP-even Higgs bosons is impossible.
Also in the partial Yukawa sums we found scenarios fulfilling the complete sum. There are a lot
of scenarios, however, that violate the complete coupling sums and that can be used to identify
some distinguishing features:
• The violation of the gauge boson sum rule by more than 10% excludes the CxSM, the
violation by more than 35% singles out the N2HDM as a candidate underlying model. In
case the NMSSM can be identified as the underlying model, by finding e.g. additional
supersymmetric particles, the violation of the sum rule would allow it to be distinguished
from the MSSM, for which the sum rule is saturated after the discovery of two CP-even
Higgs bosons. Measurable violations of the gauge boson sum rule are, however, only
observed if the additionally discovered Higgs bosons is the H↑ and if H↓ has a mass near
125 GeV.
• The violation of the Yukawa sum with values below 2 excludes the CxSM and with values
above 2 the NMSSM. In case the partial Yukawa sum yields values below 1, the candidate
model is the C2HDM II. The C2HDM II on the other hand is excluded for values above
1.07. If the partial sum yields values below 1.7 or above 2.85 then the type I C2HDM or
N2HDM are excluded. If it is a supersymmetric model and deviations by more than 80%
away from 1 are observed, then the candidate is the NMSSM and, in that case, the H↓
has been discovered. For values close to 1 it is the H↑ that has been discovered. Finally,
values above 2.9 for the partial Yukawa sum single out the N2HDM II as the candidate
underlying model.
Our results show, that even if only a subset of the Higgs bosons of extended Higgs sectors
is found, the use of the Higgs rates and coupling sums and their combination may allow for the
distinction of models and eventually even for the identification of a specific candidate model. The
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next step to be taken now is the definition of benchmark points that feature specific properties
to support this task and that the experiments can include in their experimental analyses.
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